HORWIN presents the next generation of electric motorcycles
New standards in safety, driving feel, processing quality, range and technology
„HORWIN will play a major role in the field of e-mobility in the future,"; says Hanspeter
Heinzl, spokesman for HORWIN Europe. The starting signal is given at the world's largest
motorcycle trade fair, EICMA. It will take place from 5 to 10 November 2019 in Milan.
For the first time HORWIN Europe presents two newly developed motorcycles –
the HORWIN CR6 and the HORWIN CR6 PRO. They are unique among the electric light
motorcycles and light motorcycles (L3e class / 125 ccm) in the newly interpreted retro look:
the abbreviation „CR"; stands for the newly interpreted look of the cult Cafe Racer
motorcycles from the 1960s.
Worldwide innovation with 5-speed gear change
The PRO version of the two-seater is also one of the first electric motorcycles in the world to
feature a 5-speed gearbox. &quot;The more sporty driving feeling increases the fun factor,";
Heinzl knows.
Also unique: HORWIN Europe develops its products especially for the European market.
They differ greatly in size, strength, appearance, quality, technology and driving safety from
those significantly smaller vehicles designed for the Chinese market and imported
unchanged into Europe.
„Many Chinese brands are increasingly pushing their products onto the European market,";
explains Hanspeter Heinzl: „But they are not paying attention to the fact that Europe
demands a completely different quality standard“.
Up to 150 km range
The range of the HORWIN CR6 and the HORWIN CR6 PRO is an astonishing 150 km (at an
average speed of 45 km/h) with the fixed and armoured battery pack. Thanks to the
integrated power charger, the battery is 80% (CR6 PRO) or 100% (CR6) fully charged within
three hours at any normal socket!
Further highlights: Acceleration in just 6 seconds from 0–60 km/h, top speed of up to
105 km/h, perfect visibility with the latest LED technology, full overview thanks to large
cockpit display, intelligent FOC control for more driving performance, CBS braking system
for short braking distances, 2-year warranty!
The HORWIN CR6 (for € 5,890 in black, white, green metallic or blue metallic) and the
HORWIN CR6 PRO (€ 6,990 in black) will be available from the end of November in Germany
and Austria.

About Horwin
HORWIN Europe GmbH has its registered office in Kammersdorf (Austria). Dealers
throughout Europe are supplied with exclusive distribution rights from several e-vehicle
manufacturers. For the first time, HORWIN Europe is now launching vehicles developed
in-house which are produced in China especially for Europe. Behind HORWIN are the
entrepreneurial families Zhou WEI from Changzhou (China) and Heinzl (Heinzl Group) from
Lower Austria.
Further information and photos at www.horwin.eu/press
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